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Grant and Debi have just returned from a successful buying trip 
which also included a long awaited visit to the Taj Mahal by 
Grant. One of their most difficult quests was to find fine quality 
Emerald at a reasonable price. After long days their hard work 
and years of experience paid off and we have some exciting 
new Emerald stock. Grant continued on to Sri Lanka to top up 
our extensive Sapphire stock, catch up with family and to give 
a talk on current trends and developments in the gemstone 
market to Sri Lankan GIA Alumni.

Square and Rectangular Shapes
Emerald Cut is a very elegant but  classic, simple style that highlights 
the gems colour and clarity. Originally used for Emeralds it is now 
a popular version of the trap or step cut. Rectangular or square 
it has a large table with straight rectangular facets and truncated 
corners. When cut with sharp corners it is called baguette. Emerald 
cut is a popular shape used for all types of gems, it is often used 
in Art Deco style jewellery.

Radiant gems have the dazzling wow factor which comes from 
the multiple facets similar to a brilliant cut. Radiant is a relatively 
new style first produced in the late 1970s, it is rectangular or 
square in shape with cut corners and is very popular for its 
wonderful brilliance. Due to loss of weight in cutting rectangular 
gems are limited in availability and higher in price than ovals of 
a similar size.

Princess and Carre are popular square cuts.
Carre is a simple step cut and princess has extra facets on the 
crown and pavilion for extra brilliance. Due to the elongated 
and curved shape of most gem crystals, squares are not readily 
available in larger sizes as they are not economical to cut. The 
symmetrical shape is versatile and can be used in any orientation. 
Smaller sizes are often used in rows for eternity rings and other 
designs. Squares can be set together providing long blocks of 
colour when baguettes are unavailable. We often mix shades and 
colours with pleasing results.

Hessonite Garnet
9.85 x 8.00mm

4.16ct

Spessartite Garnet
8.3 x 5.6mm

2.47ct

New Moonstones

Grant with Sri Lankan GIA Alumni

Zircon
9.0 x 6.0mm

2.92ct

Aquamarine
8.0mm, 2.31ct

Yellow Sapphire
6.3mm, 1.76ct

Emerald
7.2 x 5.1mm

1.29ct

Morganite
11mm
6.77ct

Aquamarine
10.0 x 6.0mm

2.09ct

Sapphire
8.7 x 7.0mm

2.69ct

Tanzanite
8.0mm, 2.40ct

Peridot
9.0mm, 3.18ct

Emerald
11.8 x 8.5mm

3.40ct

Emerald
9.6 x 7.3mm

2.34ct

Pink Sapphire
7.8 x 5.9mm

1.88ct

Tanzanite
8.2mm
2.96ctEmerald

6.5mm
1.29ct

Mauve Sapphire
8.35 x 6.8mm

3.13ct

Yellow Sapphire
6.9 x 5.6mm

1.73ct

Purple Sapphire
7.3 x 5.5mm

1.67ct

Tsavorite Garnet
6.0mm
1.16ct


